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https://www.facebook.com/vactruth/



https://www.facebook.com/vaxxed2/videos/2790600797895836/?v=2790600797895836

https://www.facebook.com/vaxxed2/videos/372442723887033/

‘We Are Vaxxed’, an anti-vaccine 
page with over 170k followers, 

posted two viral videos last week 
which has received almost 800k 

combined views and thousands of 
shares across HUNDREDS of 
Facebook groups. One of the 

videos falsely claims that Bill Gates 
has patented a microchip through 
which he will 'punish' people who 
don't take a vaccine. Links below. 

The group shares vaccine 
misinformation daily.



22k+ members, top of the page the admin is encouraging users to sign a petition to hold 
Bill Gates accountable for 'crimes against humanity' - the article is rated red by 

NewsGuard (truly a fake news site), it claims that Gates has a “god-like willingness to 
experiment with the lives of lesser humans" - "“Vaccines, for Bill Gates, are a strategic 

philanthropy that feed his many vaccine-related businesses (including Microsoft’s 
ambition to control a global vac ID enterprise) and give him dictatorial control over 

global health policy—the spear tip of corporate neo-imperialism"

https://www.facebook.com/groups/837407633450897/



https://www.facebook.com/groups/231266791300151/

This is a 16k+ member 
UK QAnon group that 
describes itself as “a 
group that has been 
awakened to the 
eroding of our human 
rights and civil liberties 
by a Cabal who want a 
totalitarian police 
state.” The group 
promotes the 
conspiracy theory that 
COVID-19 is a hoax. 
The top post calls it a 
‘scamdemic’ and 
shares a false claim. 
Facebook even awards 
the user a ‘rising star’ 
tag.



8k+ member public group. The descriptions: THE MOVEMENT IS GROWING, PEOPLE ARE 
STARTING TO SEE THE TRUTH, THE VIRUS IS NO THREAT, MANY PEOPLE DON'T 
PERSONALLY KNOW ANYONE WITH THE VIRUS OR IF THEY DO IT'S NO WORSE THAN 
FLU. GOVS ARE DESTROYING CIVILIZATION WAKE UP! 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/239099360798212/about/



https://www.facebook.com/groups/274762657020203

Public group with 15.8k members, 
full of COVID conspiracies. 

One of the documents in the 
groups’s ‘Files’ section states “So 
does the virus (Covid-19/Corona 
Virus) even exist? Based on the 
research and what they media is 
making it out to be, the short 
answer is no. It is not a dangerous 
pandemic. It is coordinated effort 
by a few very rich & corrupt people 
to seize world control. “ 

The document also includes 
sections on “How Vaccines can 
make you Deathly Sick” and “Why 
are wearing masks actually bad for 
you” 

“


